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ABSTRACT

Disulfide bonds play a significant role in protein sta-
bility, function or regulation but are poorly conserved
among evolutionarily related proteins. The Yosshi
can help to understand the role of S–S bonds by com-
paring sequences and structures of homologs with
diverse properties and different disulfide connectiv-
ity patterns within a common structural fold of a su-
perfamily, and assist to select the most promising
hot-spots to improve stability of proteins/enzymes
or modulate their functions by introducing natu-
rally occurring crosslinks. The bioinformatic analy-
sis is supported by the integrated Mustguseal web-
server to construct large structure-guided sequence
alignments of functionally diverse protein families
that can include thousands of proteins based on
all available information in public databases. The
Yosshi+Mustguseal is a new integrated web-tool for a
systematic homology-driven analysis and engineer-
ing of S–S bonds that facilitates a broader interpre-
tation of disulfides not just as a factor of structural
stability, but rather as a mechanism to implement
functional diversity within a superfamily. The results
can be downloaded as a content-rich PyMol session
file or further studied online using the HTML5-based
interactive analysis tools. Both web-servers are free
and open to all users at https://biokinet.belozersky.
msu.ru/yosshi and there is no login requirement.

INTRODUCTION

Disulfide bonds––covalent crosslinks between thiol groups
of two cysteine residues––are well-recognized factors of
protein stability that can also play a substantial role in
function and regulation according to the recent studies
(1–6). Various experimental strategies, computational ap-
proaches, and empirical design rules were proposed to intro-
duce non-native disulfide bonds into the protein structure in

an attempt to improve its properties (7). Some studies rely
on a visual expert inspection of a PDB record to predict
such hot-spots based on simple proximity estimations be-
tween C� and/or C� atoms of the respective residue pairs
(8). Computational tools––e.g., Disulfide by Design (9),
MODIP (10) and SSBOND (11)––were introduced to ra-
tionalize disulfide engineering by systematically selecting all
pairs of residues in the 3D-structure of a query protein that
could accommodate two cysteines in such a way that their
S� atoms would be properly oriented to form a crosslink.
As stabilizing mutations were most often found in regions
of medium to high mobility (7) the predicted disulfides were
usually ranked by a B-factor or further studied by molecu-
lar modelling to evaluate the impact of a potential crosslink
on the flexibility of the corresponding structural fragments
(12,13). These computational tools helped to enhance prop-
erties of selected proteins/enzymes, but usually predicted
a large number of hot-spots to construct S–S bonds while
failed to effectively identify the most promising candidates
to improve stability or function (7). Perhaps the reason for
the poor success rate was that the available computational
tools in the vast majority of predictions suggested geomet-
rically correct but artificial S–S bonds which were not found
in nature, i.e., did not occur in a superfamily of proteins
sharing a common structural framework. As many cases of
destabilizing disulfide bonds are being reported (7), it seems
that introduction of such non-natural crosslinks into a pro-
tein structure can disbalance a complex structure-function
relationship which is still poorly understood.

Bioinformatic analysis is increasingly popular in biotech-
nology and biomedicine providing an opportunity to study
the growing sequence and structural data attributed to evo-
lutionarily related proteins with different properties system-
atically (14–20). Previous studies concluded that disulfide
bonds are poorly conserved in structurally similar proteins
with different function, stability, and regulation (21,22).
Inclusion/exclusion of crosslinks in protein structures could
be one of the insufficiently studied mechanisms used to
implement diverse properties in members of a superfam-
ily during evolution from a common ancestor. This pro-
vides an opportunity to introduce disulfide bonds which
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naturally occur in some proteins into the structures of their
homologs to improve stability or modulate function. Such
a homology-driven strategy was successfully used to de-
sign robust enzymes and antibodies by inserting stabiliz-
ing disulfide bonds in their structures (23–26), as well as to
implement novel regulatory mechanisms by introducing al-
losteric disulfides that alter protein shape and function due
to conformational transitions upon reduction/oxidation
(1,3). For example, the thermostability of subtilisin E from
mesophilic Bacillus subtilis was significantly improved by
introducing two cysteines at positions Gly61 and Ser98 that
were occupied by an S–S bond in the structure of a homolog
from thermophilic Thermus aquaticus (25). In a separate
study, a disulfide bridge that was known to regulate both
ligand binding and protein reactivity in cytoglobins was in-
troduced at positions Val21 and Val66 of the homologous
sperm whale myoglobin. The designed Val21Cys/Val66Cys
disulfide bond in myoglobin was shown to alter both struc-
tural and functional characteristics of this protein lead-
ing to enhanced stability and fine-tuning of O2 binding
(3). These examples outline a much broader application of
bioinformatic analysis in protein engineering to modulate
functional properties of homologs by implementation of
disulfide bonds, as opposed to being solely a tool to identify
stabilizing hot-spots (as, e.g. Disulfide by Design, MODIP
or SSBOND). However, accurate comparative analysis of
all available protein sequence and structural data within a
superfamily represents a methodological challenge what im-
pedes practical use of bioinformatics at a daily laboratory
routine.

We have developed Yosshi––‘Your web-server for S–S
bond harvesting’ in protein superfamilies. The Yosshi web-
server is integrated with the recently introduced Must-
guseal web-server to construct large structure-guided se-
quence alignments of functionally diverse protein families
that can include thousands of proteins based on all available
information about their structures and sequences in pub-
lic databases (27). The integration of web-based bioinfor-
matic tools Yosshi and Mustguseal provides an out-of-the-
box easy-to-use solution, first of its kind, to classify and
study S–S bonds in protein superfamilies as well as to se-
lect hot-spots for disulfide engineering in a user-submitted
query protein based on a systematic analysis of disulfides
naturally occurring in its homologs. In this paper we discuss
the Yosshi + Mustguseal workflow, describe input and out-
put, and conclude that such a strategy can be successfully
employed to improve properties of useful proteins/enzymes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Yosshi workflow consists of bioinformatic analysis to
search for pairs of cysteine residues in sequences of ho-
mologs, and structural filtration to evaluate whether intro-
duction of the selected cysteines at corresponding positions
in the user-submitted query protein can result in a forma-
tion of a disulfide bond. The input and output can be cre-
ated, processed, and studied entirely on-line via the web-
interface. The results are primarily web-based and viewable

on the website, but can also be downloaded to a local com-
puter.

The input

The input to Yosshi is (i) a structure of the query protein in
the PDB format and (ii) a multiple alignment of proteins
homologous to the query in the FASTA format. Choose
the query protein based on your particular task and pri-
mary interest. It can be the target protein selected for fur-
ther experimental design, the most studied member of a su-
perfamily, or the protein which you are most familiar with.
The multiple alignment can be automatically prepared for
your query protein by the Mustguseal web-server (27). Press
the ‘Mustguseal it NOW’ button at the Yosshi submission
page. This will redirect you to the Mustguseal web-server
and load a preselected set of parameters to automatically
construct the alignment of a large representative set of func-
tionally diverse proteins with high structure similarity but
low sequence identity to your query protein. Enter PDB ID
and chain ID of your query protein structure in the corre-
sponding input box and press ‘Submit’. First, the structure
similarity search is used as previously discussed (27) to col-
lect the representative proteins––evolutionarily distant rel-
atives that are expected to represent different protein fam-
ilies (this step is further discussed below). Then, each se-
lected representative protein is used to run the sequence sim-
ilarity search versus the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL
databases and collect at most 1000 proteins per search, fol-
lowed by a set of filters to eliminate redundant entries (at
the 100% sequence identity threshold, i.e. if two proteins
have the same amino acid sequence then only one would be
further considered) and outliers (sharing <0.5 bit score per
alignment column with the respective representative pro-
tein) to collect evolutionarily close relatives––members of
the corresponding families. Finally, superimposition of 3D-
structures is implemented to compare evolutionarily dis-
tant relatives that have lost sequence similarity during nat-
ural selection and specialization from a common ances-
tor, whereas alignment of sequences is used to match close
homologs. The final alignment incorporates the currently
known sequence variability within a common structure of
the query protein and can be automatically transferred to
the Yosshi web-server for further analysis by pressing the
‘Submit to Yosshi’ button at the Mustguseal results page.
Mustguseal includes protein accession numbers and names
of corresponding source organisms into the FASTA file
(i.e. as part of the protein name string) to be further used
by Yosshi to automatically generate HTML-links to the re-
spective pages in PDB (28), UniProt (29), and Bacterial Di-
versity Metadatabase (i.e. BacDive (30)). Illustrated tutorial
describing preparation of the input data is available on-line
at https://biokinet.belozersky.msu.ru/yosshi-input.

The scope of the Mustguseal alignment is defined by the
diversity of representative proteins selected at the ‘Struc-
ture similarity search’ step based on the percentage of sec-
ondary structure equivalences between the query and tar-
get PDB records. Generally speaking, no particular choice
of thresholds for this step can be recommended in advance,
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Figure 1. The outline of the Yosshi protocol: (A) the first tier filter; (B) the
bioinformatic analysis of protein families; (C) the 3D-motif analysis. See
explanation in the text.

i.e. they should be selected based on the research objective
of the consequent homology-driven analysis, structural or-
ganization of the protein family of interest, and availabil-
ity of the corresponding data in public databases. By de-
fault, at least 70% of the target from PDB has to make at
least 70% of the query protein to be selected for further con-
sideration. The ‘70–70%’ is a widely used general-purpose
pair of thresholds first introduced by the highly popular
SSM/PDBeFOLD structure similarity search engine (31)
and further adopted by the Mustguseal to collect evolu-
tionarily remote and functionally diverse proteins that still
share a sufficient structure similarity to produce a mean-
ingful superimposition. The user can include evolutionarily
more distant proteins in the alignment by setting the thresh-
olds below the default values, or limit the scope of the final
alignment only to close homologs by setting both thresh-
olds to, e.g., 90%. Non-symmetric threshold can be used
to compare proteins with a different domain composition
(e.g. sialidases containing a catalytic domain and a various
number of lectin domains as discussed in (32)). The guide-
lines for parameter selection in the Mustguseal protocol are
discussed in section ‘The Parameters’ in the Supplementary
Material to that paper (27).

The algorithm

The Yosshi workflow contains three major steps (Figure 1).

Step A: The ‘First tier filter’. The ‘First tier filter’ is applied
to dismiss all pairs of positions in the query protein struc-
ture the least likely to form a crosslink even if both were
mutated to cysteines based on simple estimations of prox-

imity between C� and C� atoms of the respective residue
pairs.

Step B: The bioinformatic analysis. The selected pairs of
positions are further subjected to bioinformatic analysis of
the available protein sequences within a superfamily to iden-
tify pairs both occupied by cysteine residues in at least one
homolog of the query protein. This key part of the Yosshi
protocol requires that a large set of proteins expected to
have diverse properties and different disulfide connectiv-
ity patterns within a common structural core is collected
and aligned, and thus represents a methodological chal-
lenge. This step is facilitated by the integrated Mustguseal
web-server capable of constructing large structure-guided
sequence alignments of functionally diverse protein fami-
lies automatically (27), as described above (see subsection
‘The input’).

Step C: The 3D-motif analysis. Finally, the 3D-motif anal-
ysis is used to evaluate whether the selected pairs of po-
sitions in the query protein structure can form a disul-
fide bond upon mutation to cysteines, and prepare 3D-
models of the corresponding mutants. Implementation of
3D-motifs to search for patterns of local structure in pro-
tein 3D-records is re-emerging in a wide range of bioinfor-
matic applications (33). In the context of this study, a 3D-
motif of a disulfide bond contains 12 atoms of the backbone
and side-chain of two covalently linked cysteines observed
in a high-quality crystallographic structure (Supplementary
Figure S1). Two libraries of 3D-motifs were created from
the PDB database and incorporate the current knowledge
of the disulfide bond geometry: the ‘Core collection’ fea-
turing 273 most typical configurations of S–S bonds in pro-
tein structures, and the ‘Complete collection’ which in addi-
tion contains 4748 variants describing the rarely occurring
disulfide bonds (see section 1 in the Supplementary Data
for details). A pair of positions in the query protein struc-
ture selected by the bioinformatic analysis (i.e. both posi-
tions were occupied by cysteines in at least one homolog)
would be confirmed as a promising site for S–S bond for-
mation if it matches with at least one 3D-motif. In that case,
the respective pair of positions in the query protein struc-
ture is replaced by the most similar 3D-motif (i.e. selected
by the lowest RMSD of the backbone) and this initial three-
dimensional model of the mutant is further optimized by a
conjugate gradients energy minimization method (34) using
AMBER FF14SB parameters for standard residues (35) to
remove steric clashes around the inserted cysteines.

Thresholds for structural filtration. There are numerous
reports of successfully engineered S–S bonds that violate
geometric constraints of the commonly used rigid com-
putational models trained on covalently connected cys-
teines (7,36). Disulfide engineering experiments demon-
strated that introduction of a crosslink into a protein struc-
ture is likely to result in a considerable shift of the back-
bone atoms. Therefore, to select thresholds for the ‘First
tier’ structural filtration and the 3D-motif analysis it is im-
portant to consider the flexibility of a pair of non-bonded
amino acid residues capable of a disulfide bond forma-
tion upon mutation to cysteines. In this work, a large non-
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redundant set of disulfide bonds and their non-bonded
equivalences in structures of homologous proteins was col-
lected by bioinformatic analysis of the CATH superfami-
lies (37). Geometry constraints of the backbone atoms in
the collected non-bonded residue pairs were further stud-
ied and used to set the structural filtration thresholds within
the Yosshi workflow. By default, the cut-off distances be-
tween C�–C′� atoms and C�–C′� atoms (i.e. for all residues
except Glycines) of the ‘First tier filter’ are set to at most
8.58 and 6.96 Å, respectively. By default, the 3D-motif anal-
ysis is applied in the ‘Flexible’ mode to take into account
protein backbone flexibility, i.e., a pair of positions in the
query protein structure would be confirmed as a promis-
ing site for S–S bond formation if it matches with at least
one of 273 3D-motifs from the ‘Core collection’ library so
that both RMSD values between two pairs of superimposed
backbone atoms are within X = 0.70 Å, what corresponds
to a P-value of P(x > X) = 0.05 of a normal distribution
with � = 0.39 Å and � = 0.19 Å, or rejected otherwise. Al-
ternatively, the user can choose to run the 3D-motif analy-
sis in the ‘Rigid’ mode to select only such pairs of positions
in the query protein structure that comply with strict geo-
metric criteria of two covalently connected cysteines. In that
case, the ‘Complete collection’ of 5021 3D-motifs is used
and the RMSD values between two pairs of superimposed
backbone atoms are limited to at most X = 0.28 Å, what
corresponds to a P-value of P(x > X) = 0.05 of a normal
distribution with � = 0.16 Å and � = 0.07 Å. The structural
filtration in the ‘Flexible’ and ‘Rigid’ modes correctly iden-
tified 13 291 and 12 985 out of 13 306 true disulfide bonds in
protein structures, for 99.89% and 97.59% success rates, re-
spectively. The details regarding the threshold selection and
evaluation of structural filtration are provided in the Sup-
plementary Data (see section 2).

The output

The first output is a list of pairs of positions in the struc-
ture of the query protein that can form a disulfide bond
assuming both residues are mutated to cysteines, or are al-
ready occupied by cysteines that can form a crosslink. The
second output is a list of homologs of the query protein,
which contain cysteines in equivalent positions for each pair
of such residues. For each such homolog and its source or-
ganism HTML links to the respective pages in PDB (28),
UniProt (29) and BacDive (30) can be automatically created
to facilitate further expert analysis (Supplementary Figure
S3). The selected pairs are ranked in a descending order of
the ‘Disulfide Occurrence’ (DOccur) what is a positive in-
teger equal to the number of times they both were occu-
pied by cysteines in sequences of homologs (i.e. the expected
occurrence of the corresponding crosslink in protein fami-
lies). In addition, the ‘Disulfide Frequency’ (DFreq) is pro-
vided for each pair of positions that takes a value from the
range 0 to 100% calculated as DOccur divided by the total
number of proteins in the multiple alignment. The recom-
mended interpretation of the DOccur metric is discussed in
the section ‘Results’. The Yosshi results can be downloaded
as a content-rich PyMol session file or further studied on-
line using the built-in interactive analysis tools (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3). The online interactivity is implemented in

HTML5 and therefore neither plugins nor Java are required
(38).

RESULTS

The Yosshi + Mustguseal integrated web-based method
provides an intuitive and easy-to-use interface to study the
abundance of S–S bonds within a superfamily, compare
disulfide connectivity in homologs with different proper-
ties, as well as to identify disulfide bridges present in ho-
mologs, but not in the query protein that can be intro-
duced to design its stability or function. The homology-
driven approach to the analysis and design of disulfide
bonds makes Yosshi fundamentally different from the cur-
rently available 3D-structure based strategies for disulfide
engineering focused on improving protein stability due to
artificially created S–S bonds (e.g. Disulfide by Design (9),
MODIP (10) and SSBOND (11)). The Yosshi’s output is
a homology-based annotation of pairs of positions in the
structure of a query protein that can form a disulfide bond
assuming both residues are mutated to cysteines, or are al-
ready occupied by cysteines which can form a crosslink. The
selected pairs are ranked in a descending order of the ‘Disul-
fide Occurrence’ (DOccur), i.e., the expected occurrence of
the corresponding crosslinks in protein families. The inter-
pretation of the DOccur metric is equivalent to that of the
popular subfamily-specific conservation (19,39). A higher
value of the DOccur indicates that a corresponding disulfide
is conserved in a larger group of proteins within a superfam-
ily thus suggesting its direct role in a function or property
common among these homologs (e.g. in structural stability
or regulatory mechanism, as discussed below). Therefore,
the purpose of the Yosshi ranking is to show the most con-
served disulfides first to facilitate their further analysis in
particular proteins. We further conclude that introduction
of S–S bonds identified by the bioinformatic analysis into
the query protein structure can be successfully employed to
improve properties of useful enzymes and design advanced
proteins with controllable functions.

The Yosshi + Mustguseal on-line tool with the default
setup (in particular, the 3D-motif analysis set to the ‘Flex-
ible’ mode) was applied to study subtilisin E from Bacil-
lus subtilis and its homologs using only a web-browser.
The query PDB structure 1SCJ of subtilisin was submit-
ted to the Mustguseal as discussed above (see ‘The input’
in section ‘Materials and Methods’) to automatically con-
struct the alignment of a non-redundant set of 8456 se-
quences and structures of proteins from the subtilisin-like
serine proteases superfamily with high structure similarity
but low sequence identity to the query protein, and then
subjected to analysis by the Yosshi. In total, 56 pairs of
positions in the query protein structure were selected as
capable of a disulfide bond formation upon mutation to
cysteines and ranked based on the expected abundance of
the corresponding crosslinks in homologs. The #1 pair of
positions Gly61 and Ser98 in the subtilisin structure was
occupied by cysteines in 838 homologs (i.e. 9.9%). Cys-
teines in both positions were observed in proteins from ther-
mophilic sources, e.g. Aqualysin-1 from Thermus aquati-
cus (UniProt ID: P08594), as evidenced by the Yosshi’s on-
line output and the corresponding BacDive entry (BacDive
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Table 1. Comparison of the Yosshi with the currently available programs for stability-oriented 3D-structure based disulfide engineering

Yosshi Disulfide by Design

PDB Mutation
Flexible 3D-motif
analysis

Rigid 3D-motif
analysis Ranked by energy Ranked by B-factor MODIP SSBOND

1SCJ:A G61C/S98C 1 (56) 1 (31) − (57) − (57) − (97) − (64)
1JP6:A V21C/V66C 1 (21) − (7) − (10) − (10) − (21) − (9)
4GW3:A G181C/S238C 1 (5) 1 (1) 38 (40) 5 (40) − (71) − (42)
5CH8:A Y22C/G269C 2 (14) 1 (5) 17 (24) 2 (24) − (87) + (42)
2CBA:A A23C/L203C 1 (40) − (9) − (29) − (29) − (70) − (62)
1BCX:A S100C/N148C 2 (17) 1 (10) 1 (25) 12 (25) A (5) + (29)

V98C/A152C 6 (17) 5 (10) 12 (25) 15 (25) B (12) + (29)
1XYP:A S110C/N154C 2 (18) 1 (9) 2 (21) 9 (21) A (6) + (28)
1YNA:A T3C/T26C 1 (15) − (9) − (27) − (27) − (53) − (38)

Q1C/Q24C − (15) − (9) − (27) − (27) − (53) − (38)

The case-studies of subtilisin (PDB 1SCJ:A) and myoglobin (PDB 1JP6:A) are discussed in the Main text; results of the bioinformatic analysis of lipases
(PDBs: 4GW3:A and 5CH8:A), carbonic anhydrases (PDB 2CBA:A) and xylanases (PDBs 1BCX:A, 1XYP:A, and 1YNA:A) are provided as a Supple-
mentary Data (see section 3). For a correctly identified mutation its rank in the list of predictions is provided, or ‘+’ if the correct prediction was identified,
but not ranked in the output, or
‘–’ otherwise. The total number of disulfide bonds predicted in each case (i.e., pairs of hot-spots for disulfide engineering) is shown in parentheses. For a
correct prediction by MODIP its grade and the total number of predictions with the same grade are provided according to the ‘ABC’ grading system, i.e.,
the most promising hot-spots for disulfide engineering are assigned the grade ‘A’ (see (10) for details). The results of the ‘Disulfide by Design’ are ranked
in order of increasing bond energy (i.e., the lowest energy is shown first) or decreasing B-factor (i.e. the highest B-factor is shown first).

ID: 16714) which includes an annotated thermophilic tem-
perature range for this organism (Supplementary Figure
S3). Introduction of this crosslink which naturally occurs
in a homolog from thermophilic Thermus aquaticus into
the structure of subtilisin E from mesophilic Bacillus sub-
tilis by a double mutation Gly61Cys/Ser98Cys was previ-
ously reported to enhance thermostability without chang-
ing catalytic efficiency of the enzyme (25). The remaining 55
pairs of positions selected by the bioinformatic analysis in
the query protein were found to be substituted by cysteines
in up to 701 functionally diverse homologs from different
organisms, and thus provide a list of promising hot-spots to
further engineer properties of subtilisin and its evolutionary
relatives. Full access to the input and output data regard-
ing this example can be obtained by activating the ‘Demo
mode’ at the Yosshi submission page.

In a separate example, the on-line tool was used to study
the globins superfamily. The PDB structure 1JP6 of sperm
whale myoglobin was submitted to the Mustguseal web-
server to automatically construct an alignment of a non-
redundant set of 5554 proteins. A pair of positions Val21
and Val66 in the myoglobin structure was ranked #1 out of
21 candidates and was substituted by cysteines in 78 protein
sequences annotated as cytoglobines. Analysis of the litera-
ture (as explained in (3)) showed that the S–S bond between
equivalent residues in cytoglobines regulates protein reac-
tivity by reshaping the internal cavities and thus modulating
the mechanism of CO escape, although no crystallographic
structure with this disulfide in the oxidized (i.e. bonded)
form is currently available. Introduction of this naturally
occurring crosslink into the structure of sperm whale myo-
globin by a double mutation Val21Cys/Val66Cys was pre-
viously reported to implement a regulatory mechanism to
fine-tune the catalytic reactivity of the protein (3). The input
and output data regarding this example are available on-line
at https://biokinet.belozersky.msu.ru/yosshi-example.

Other case-studies of disulfide connectivity in different
lipases, carbonic anhydrases, xylanases, and members of

the ribonuclease A superfamily to reproduce the previously
reported disulfide engineering experiments, as well as the
comparison with currently available programs are provided
in the Supplementary Data (see section 3). In brief, popular
3D-structure based algorithms to improve protein stability
by disulfide engineering––Disulfide by Design (9), MODIP
(10), and SSBOND (11)––were tested on the same case-
studies (Table 1). In contrast to Yosshi that provides a de-
tailed homology-based annotation of disulfides within a
common structural fold, the output of these tools is only a
list of hot-spots to introduce S–S bonds into the query pro-
tein ranked by an energy score, or a B-factor, or not ranked
at all. Noteworthy, Disulfide by Design, MODIP and SS-
BOND, as well as Yosshi with the 3D-motif analysis per-
formed in the ‘Rigid’ mode have failed to predict some mu-
tations mentioned above and in the Supplementary Data.
Such a poor performance can probably be explained by the
use of strict geometric models trained on covalently con-
nected cysteines to evaluate the candidate positions. The
beneficial hot-spots do not always match these constraints
as introduction of a crosslink into a protein structure can
result in a considerable shift of the backbone atoms, as pre-
viously discussed (7,36).

In all cases, the automatic construction of a large multiple
alignment by the Mustguseal web-server with the default
setup as discussed in section ‘Materials and Methods’ took
at most one and a half hours, and the running time of the
Yosshi web-server was within several minutes.

DISCUSSION

The importance of disulfide bridges was mainly considered
in the context of protein folding and structural integrity.
Assuming that introduction of artificial S–S bonds would
benefit protein stability, various computational tools were
developed to solve this challenging problem and provide a
list of pairs of positions in the query protein structure that
would satisfy geometric constraints of a disulfide bond for-
mation upon mutation to cysteines (e.g. Disulfide by De-
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sign (9), MODIP (10) and SSBOND (11)). These programs
based on the analysis of a single PDB record can be used to
improve protein stability by artificially created crosslinks,
but can hardly help to study the diverse roles that disul-
fide bonds are playing within a superfamily. Contrary to ex-
pectations, many cases of destabilizing disulfides predicted
by such 3D-structure based methods have been reported
thus creating a demand for more efficient disulfide engi-
neering strategies (7). The recent studies have shown that
S–S bonds can also be important for protein function and
regulation (1–6) and are poorly conserved in structurally
similar evolutionarily related proteins with different proper-
ties (21,22). These findings suggest that formation of disul-
fide bridges is not just a way to stabilize protein structures,
but rather represents a more universal, still insufficiently
explored evolutionary instrument to implement functional
diversity within a common structural fold of a superfam-
ily. Protein stability was supposed to promote evolvability
(40), thus introduction of disulfide bonds has a potential
of becoming an effective tool not just to modulate protein
stability, but to facilitate design of new functions (41,42).
The homology-driven approaches to disulfide engineering
based on the comparison of structures/sequences of evolu-
tionarily related proteins with diverse properties were sug-
gested as an alternative to purely 3D-structure based tools
(3,23,24,26), but represented methodological and computa-
tional challenges to a general biologist––one had to collect
sequences and structures of homologs, construct and exam-
ine a multiple alignment, and, finally, evaluate if the selected
S–S bonds could fit into the query protein structure. As no
such automated tools for systematic analysis of disulfides
in protein superfamilies were available, the homology-based
approaches were rarely used in practice.

We have recently introduced the Mustguseal web-server
to construct large structure-guided sequence alignments of
functionally diverse protein families and integrated sister
web-servers to study the collected data (27). The Yosshi is
the fourth web-based bioinformatic method integrated with
the Mustguseal protocol and is intended to classify disulfide
bonds in diverse protein families, study the roles they play
within a common structural fold of a superfamily, and as-
sist to select hot-spots for disulfide engineering by system-
atically comparing homologs with diverse properties (i.e.,
stability, function, regulation). The key novelty of Yosshi is
implementation of the bioinformatic analysis to search for
pairs of cysteine residues in sequences of homologs followed
by the 3D-motif analysis to evaluate whether introduction
of the selected cysteines at corresponding positions in the
user-submitted query protein can result in a formation of
a disulfide bond. The output is a list of disulfide bridges
present in homologs, but not in the query protein, as well
as its own S–S bonds, ranked by their expected occurrence
in protein families. Disulfides conserved in larger groups of
proteins are shown first suggesting an important role in a
common function or property shared by these homologs.
The value of crosslinks selected by the bioinformatic anal-
ysis can be evaluated by an expert and followed by experi-
mental site-directed mutagenesis (as in the discussed case-
studies, see section ‘Results’), or can be studied by molecu-
lar modeling to understand the mechanisms affecting pro-
tein function or properties due to S–S bond formation (43).

The Yosshi + Mustguseal is a highly automated on-line
tool for a systematic homology-driven analysis and engi-
neering of disulfide bonds that can be easily used by a gen-
eral biologist at a daily laboratory routine. We expect this
bioinformatic tool will help to select the most promising
hot-spots to implement novel functions, improve stability
and evolvability of proteins/enzymes thus promoting the
value of S–S bonds in protein engineering.
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